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shows the di!erence of winter season mean rainfall composite, along with the corresponding daily 
rainfall probability density function (PDF) distribution di!erence, between "ve years [2002–2005,2010] 
when Kuroshio eddy activity was subdued and another "ve years [2000, 2006–2009] when the eddy activ-
ity was enhanced. #e rainfall and ocean eddy statistics were derived from the high-resolution rainfall 
data from the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM3B42)17 and sea-surface height (SSH) data 
from the TOPEX/Poseidon and other ocean surface topography measurement missions18, respectively. 
#e selection of the eddy active and inactive years follows a recent study19 that identi"ed these years as 
Kuroshio unstable and stable periods. It is evident that a weak Kuroshio eddy activity corresponds to a 
reduced (enhanced) winter precipitation along the Kuroshio extension (the U.S. Northern Paci"c coast), 
and vice versa. Along with the change in the winter mean precipitation, there is a marked di!erence in 
the daily rainfall PDF distribution with increased (decreased) occurrence of heavy rain events along the 
Kuroshio when eddies are active (inactive), but the opposite over the eastern North Paci"c (Fig.$1B). #is 
observed relationship between meso-scale SST and precipitation variability is intriguing, but its robust-
ness and causality need further scrutiny, because it is based on a short record when the high-resolution 
TRMM and SSH data overlap. However, the lack of long records of high-resolution observations capa-
ble of resolving ocean meso-scale eddies and their impact on the atmosphere makes it challenging to 
observationally validate the "nding. For this reason, we turn to high-resolution regional climate model 
simulations.

We designed a set of twin numerical experiments using the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) 
model with 27 km horizontal resolution con"gured for the entire North Paci"c sector. Each of the twin 
experiments consists of an ensemble of 10 simulations forced with MicroWave InfradRed Optimal 
Interpolated (MW-IR) daily SST at 0.09° spatial resolution from October 1, 2007 to March 31, 2008, 
a period that was marked by strong eddy activity but with near neutral phase of El Niño-Southern 
Oscillation (ENSO) and of Paci"c Decadal Oscillation (PDO) (Methods). #e only di!erence between 
the twin experiments is that in control simulations (CTRL) the MW-IR SST was used, whereas in 
meso-scale eddy "ltered simulations (MEFS) lowpass "ltered MW-IR SST with a 2-D spatial Loess "l-
ter20 of a 15° % 5° cut-o! wavelength was used to remove meso-scale SST variability (Fig. S1). As such, 

Figure 1. Observed and Simulated rainfall changes in response to meso-scale SST forcing. (A) Di!erence 
of TRMM winter season (NDJFM) mean rainfall (mmd!1) between Inactive Eddy Years (IEYs) and Active 
Eddy Years (AEY). (B) TRMM daily rainfall PDF di!erence between IEYs and AEYs along the Kuroshio 
(magenta) and over the U.S. North Paci"c coast (cyan). (C) Di!erence of winter season (NDJFM) mean 
total rainfall (mmd!1) between two ensembles of 10 WRF simulations, MEFS (without ocean eddies) and 
CTRL (with ocean eddies). Rainfall di!erence signi"cant at 95% con"dence level based on a two-sided 
Wilcoxon rank sum test is shaded by gray dots. (D) Daily rainfall PDF di!erence between MEFS and CTRL 
along Kuroshio (magenta) and over the U.S. North Paci"c coast (cyan). For both TRMM3B42 and simulated 
rain"all, the PDF was derived by counting the number of rainy days in di!erent rain rate ranges at each grid 
point and then averaging them in the region along the Kuroshio (denoted by the magenta box in (C)) and 
over the U.S. North Paci"c coast (denoted by the cyan box in (C)). #e maps were generated using M_Map 
V1.4 package for Matlab (http://www.eos.ubc.ca/~rich/map.html).
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 941 

Figure 2: Lag-regression of boreal winter (November–March) rainfall (shaded) and 850-hPa 942 

geopotential height anomalies (contours) onto the M-SSA reconstructed time series of the PDP. 943 

Regression values in mm/day per STD and (m/STD), respectively. Stippling indicates regression 944 

coefficients exceeding the p < 0.10 significance level based on a two-tailed Student’s t-test.  945 
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 367 

Fig. 7. Decadal SST predictability using CCSM4 models and the effect of ocean model resolutions. (a) Decadal SST 368 

predictability based on HR eddy-resolving CCSM4. Ratio of HR and LR CCSM4 in terms of (b) decadal SST 369 

predictability, (c) decadal SST variability, and (d) the persistence of decadal SST variability. The persistence of the 370 

system is estimated as the lag-1 year autocorrelation of 5-year low-pass filtered SST data.   371 

 21 

  392 

Fig. 10. Vertical correlation between SSTA and subsurface ocean temperature anomalies averaged over (a, b) the 393 

upper 200-500 m and (c, d) the upper 700-1000 m. (a) and (c) are estimated based on HR, while (b) and (d) are 394 

estimated based on LR. All the data are 5-year low-pass filtered.     395 

 396 

 To underscore the results in Fig. 9, i.e., the enhanced vertical connectivity associated with resolved ocean 397 

meso-scale features and processes we show the vertical correlation between SSTA and subsurface ocean temperature 398 

anomalies (Fig. 10) and the instantaneous correlation between the 400m OHC anomalies and surface heat flux 399 

anomalies (Fig. 11). Fig. 10 shows the vertical correlation between SSTA and thermocline ocean temperature averaged 400 

over 200-500 m (upper thermocline; Figs. 10a and 10b)  and 700-1000 m (deeper thermocline; Figs. 10c and 10d). 401 

We note that there is strong vertical connection between SST and upper thermocline in both HR (Fig. 10a) and LR 402 

(Fig. 10b). The most significant difference between HR and LR occurs in the deeper thermocline. Much stronger 403 

vertical connectivity is seen over eddy-rich regions in HR (Fig. 10c) compared with LR (Fig. 10d). Fig. 11 shows the 404 

correlation between the surface net heat flux anomalies and OHC anomalies for HR (Fig. 11a) and for LR (Fig. 11b). 405 

The results are generally consistent with Buckley et al. (2019). The correlations in frontal ocean zones and eddy rich 406 

regions in HR (Fig. 11a) are stronger in HR than LR (Fig. 11b). Further, in LR there is widespread regions of negative 407 

Zhang et al (2020, Climate Dynamics)
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correlation between the model ensemble mean forecasts and individual ensemble members (corr(*,	*+)), and thus 171 

the ratio of squared correlation (RSC):  172 

/01 = 234456*,"8
234456*,*+8

= '5,59:5 + '5(1 − '5)9?5
,59:5

 (4) 

where 9:5 and 9?5 are noise variance for the observation and model ensemble members, which can be estimated as the 173 

total variance in observations and model forecasts multiplied by a factor of 1 − '5 and 1 − ,5, respectively. Based 174 

on Scaife and Smith (2018), there can be a signal-to-noise paradox when the RSC is greater than 1.0. So (4) becomes,   175 

'5
9:5

> ,5
9?5

 (5) 

Distinct from ZK19, who applied the Markov model framework to the monthly NAO index, this study further 176 

examines the signal-to-noise paradox, especially in SST fields based on CMIP5 HIST and PI simulations with a focus 177 

on decadal timescales. 178 

 179 

3 Results and Discussion 180 

3.1 Underestimated decadal climate predictability in CMIP5 models  181 

 Decadal climate predictability is quantified using the potential predictability variance ratio (Boer 2004; 182 

Zhang et al. 2017), which indicates the relative intensity of decadal variability and provides an efficient approach to 183 

estimate decadal predictability from a diagnostic perspective. As suggested by Boer (2004), the total climate variability 184 

(9ABC5 ) can be decomposed into a low-frequency component (9DE5 ) that may be potentially predictable and a high-185 
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= '5,59:5 + '5(1 − '5)9?5
,59:5

 (4) 
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Distinct from ZK19, who applied the Markov model framework to the monthly NAO index, this study further 176 

examines the signal-to-noise paradox, especially in SST fields based on CMIP5 HIST and PI simulations with a focus 177 

on decadal timescales. 178 
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January through March daily rainfall standard deviation from 1982-2016 over the Pacific-North American sector: CESM LR - 
global coupled low-resolution hindcast, HR - global coupled high-resolution hindcast, and (bottom) observation (TRMM 3B42 
and CMORPH_BLD).
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Multi-Model*: CESM & E3SM

• Predictability
• Extended Simulations
• Homogeneous (Identical Twin) 

Experiments
• Initialized Prediction
• Brute Force (Operational NOAA Analysis)
• Ocean-Only (CORE Forcing) Derived

CESM-LR 
(Ocean Eddy 
Parameterized)

CESM-HR 
(Ocean 
Eddy 
Resolving)

E3SM-LR 
(Ocean Eddy 
Parameterized)

E3SM-HR 
(Ocean 
Eddy 
Resolving)

*Curse and Blessing


